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Newsletter Number 14 

June 2020 

 
Chair’s Introduction  
 
Hello to all our friends, volunteers and members. Our last newsletter was in 
January of this year when the world was a very different place, and we were 
looking forward to a busy and productive year ahead in 2020. Instead we got 
lockdown and the devastation of the global pandemic.  
 
On behalf of the Committee I hope that you are all keeping safe and well, and that 
you have been coping with the restrictions we have all had to face, and in some cases the personal loss and 
sadness that Covid -19 might have brought to families and friends. 
 
Our last Action Day was in March, and we have not met since then. I know that many of our volunteers are 
missing the monthly get- togethers and the work we do in the cemetery, and we are looking forward to 
returning just as soon as it is safe to do so and the Council allows us to, based on government guidance. 
Some individuals who live nearby have taken the opportunity to use their daily walk to visit the cemetery, 
and we have had wonderful photographs from one of our volunteers which we have posted on Facebook. 
 
The Committee has continued to meet virtually in order to keep in touch. We are planning with 
Bereavement Services for further information lecterns around the cemetery, so we have used the period of 
the lockdown to continue work on these in readiness for when we can move things forward. So we have 
tried to use the time constructively! 
 
Unfortunately our AGM had to be cancelled in April, along with just about everything else in the country! 
We will re-arrange this when we are able to have meetings again, whenever that will be. 
 
Local Friends groups were offered training by the Council to identify trees at risk of deterioration or falling, 
and sadly the lockdown came before we could put this into practice. We hope we can start this work when 
life returns to some kind of normality. This is particularly important for Lawnswood given the awful 
damage caused by the large tree that fell in the Victorian section earlier in the year, and features in Ann 
Lightman’s article on her work to document the damage.  
 
I was at the cemetery for the first time in many weeks recently and it was looking lovely. The council to its 
great credit is continuing to maintain the grounds, and I saw the gardeners tidying the areas by the 
chapels. 
 
These are very uncertain times for us all, and as yet we do not know what the future holds, but we do 
know that we will still be here, working to enhance, promote and protect the cemetery. We can only do 
this with your continued support which we greatly appreciate. 
 

Janice Simpson Chair of the Friends of Lawnswood Cemetery 
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Action Days Winter/Spring 2020 

 

Owing to Covid 19 our action days have been curtailed for the time being. 
We have only been able to meet up 3 times so far this year. In January we cleared leaves in the central 
shrub area to allow the bulbs to come through. Unfortunately a large tree had come down in The Victorian 
Section. Leeds City Council Tree Surgeons have been to make it safe but it has caused considerable damage 
to several monuments. 
Some volunteers spent February continuing work on the green burial area and others worked up in the 
boundary area by the University playing fields. 
In March our usual dedicated volunteers were delighted to be assisted by young police cadets doing their 
Duke of Edinburgh Awards and also a group of students. A great impact was made on the far side of the 
cemetery by the border with the playing fields that day as there was over 30 of us. 
Although we cannot meet up monthly at the moment we do keep in touch with our volunteers 
electronically. Hopefully we will be able to get back to our busy action days in the not too distant future. 
 

Sue Harris 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our youngest volunteer! 

 

We are very grateful to these young 

police cadets and students from the 

‘uni’ who are willing to lend a hand. 

Just a few of our 

great team who turn 

out for ‘Action Days’ 

on the first Saturday 

of each month - all 

year round. 
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GRAVE SPOTLIGHT features 
Cedric Arnold Wilkinson  1897 – 1918 

 

The Greatest Raid! 
 
Cedric Arnold Wilkinson was born in Leeds in 1897.  
His father was a travelling salesman and the family 
lived in Abyssinia Terrace which was situated just 
off Belle Vue Road in Burley. 
 
On the 13th March 1917 he was attached to the 
shore based service station at HMS President II 
which was based at Crystal Palace where he was 
RN Air Craft Mechanic 2nd Class (F26703). 
 
In April of the same year he was transferred to 
HMS President V which was an experimental 
station based at Stratford. 
 

Ever since the outbreak of hostilities the German Admiralty had been targeting the British Mercantile fleet in an 
attempt to starve the nation into submission.  Their main submarine base was situated in Bruges which is serviced by 
two main canals that come out into the North Sea at Ostend and Zeebrugge.   After the sinking of the Lusitania in 
1915, the German Admiralty had reduced their targeting of ships, but this policy was changed in 1917 and the 
amount of mercantile ships being sunk had increased to a point where over 6m tonnes of shipping was being sunk, 
having significant impact on goods arriving in the United Kingdom. 
 
The Royal Navy had realised for some time they had to do something about the impact U-Boats were having and 
previous attempts to target both Ostend and Zeebrugge had little impact. 
 
In 1917, Admiral Roger Keyes came up with a plan for a raid on Zeebrugge.  The plan was to block the entrance point 
of the canal with decommissioned ships.  This required a diversion operation whereby troops would be disembarked 
at the entrance of the Bruges canal, where they would attack German gun positions, and two old submarines packed 
with explosives would then be rammed into the viaduct that attached to the mole.   
The Admiralty put out a call for volunteers for a special operation. Cedric A Wilkinson volunteered and found himself 
stationed on HMS Iris II.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 HMS Iris II 
 

The key element in the success of this 

raid would be the weather.   All ships 

involved in the operation were 

anchored at Chatham.  In the middle of 

April1918, two attempts were aborted 

because of poor weather conditions.  It 

was not until the evening of the 23rd 

April that conditions became good 

enough for the operation to go ahead.   

Smoke screens were laid down and the 

diversion involved HMS Vindictive and 

two Merseyside Ferries, HMS Daffodil 

and HMS Iris II. These vessels contained 

the 4th Battalion Royal Marines and 

two hundred sailors. 
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whilst HMS Vindictive and the two smaller ferries were approaching under the smoke screen, the wind changed 
direction.  Unknown to the three vessels there was a German destroyer which had the previous evening moored on 
the other side of the mole and when all three vessels became visible they immediately came under tremendous fire.  
Because of the heavy gun fire HMS Vindictive found itself in the wrong location, and struggled to get alongside the 
mole.  HMS Daffodil had to act like a tugboat and push HMS Vindictive alongside the mole so that her troops could 
disembark at quite a steep angle.  As you can imagine the casualties were extremely high. 

It was during this operation that Cedric was killed aboard HMS Iris II. 
In the meantime the three blocking vessels HMS Thetis, Intrepid 

and Phigenia approached the canal entrance.  One of them was 

severely damaged by shell fire and was scuttled some distance 

from the canal entrance whilst the other two managed to reach 

the entrance and were successfully scuttled. 

Only one of the old submarines was available for the operation.  

It successfully targeted the viaduct that led to the mole and 

destroyed it before further German troops could support those 

defending the mole. 

It was at this point the order was given to HMS Vindictive for the 

two ferries to withdraw. 
The 4th Battalion Royal Marines lost 227 dead and 356 wounded 

and to this day the Royal Marines do not have a 4th Battalion out 

of respect for these brave men.  The Germans only lost 8 dead 

and 16 wounded. 

 

Many of the Royal Marines and sailors were buried in the cemeteries of Zeebrugge 

and Dover.  Others were repatriated and returned to their families. Cedric’s father 

identified his son’s body. Cedric was cremated at Lawnswood Cemetery. 

The Zeebrugge Raid was promoted by Allied propaganda as a British victory and 

ultimately resulted in the awarding of eight Victoria Crosses.  The 4th Battalion 

Royal Marines was awarded the Victoria Cross for the action. Under Rule 13 of the 

Victoria Cross warrant a ballot was stipulated to select the recipients. Victoria Cross rules specify that four Victoria 

Crosses should be awarded this way (one to an officer, one to an NCO and two to other ranks) they were not 

observed and only two Victoria Crosses were awarded. This was the last time that Victoria Crosses were awarded by 

ballot, although the rule remained within the Victoria Cross warrant.  A ballot was similarly held for the crews of the 

assault vessels for the Zeebrugge Mole (Vindictive, Royal Daffodil and Iris II) and the embarked raiding parties. 

Following the ballot, Victoria Crosses were awarded to Albert Edward McKenzie and Alfred Carpenter. 

 

Whilst this raid was not a complete success in that the scuttled boats were placed in an area 

where the Germans could quickly dredge around them, and their U-Boat operations were only 

delayed by a few days, it did lay down the blueprint for future raids that were to follow in the 

Second World War, such as the famous raid on St Nazaire.                     

Cedric was posthumously made Royal Navy Air Mechanic 1st Class. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                           Alan Mann 
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Tenderfoot 

I wore my Scout colours today.  

Twin triangles of red and black cotton 

Sewn by Mum in nineteen fifty-seven. 

I wore my Scout colours today. 

Red and black keeping me from infection, 

pre-prepared anti-virus protection. 

At Scout camp we sang skiffle songs. 

The Gospel train departed after dark 

from our tents pitched in Golden Acre Park. 

At Scout camp we sang skiffle songs. 

My friend Philip who bagged Johnny Duncan, 

while this Blue Grass Boy did tunelessly strum. 

I wore my Scout colours today. 

Reef knot and sheepshank faze and perplex me, 

a Tenderfoot then and ever shall be. 

Robert Hill 

Distance shopping 

Friday morning in Waitrose’s car park: 

long is the queue standing six feet apart. 

Distanced shoppers without conversation 

have left their tongues in home isolation. 

Shuffling forward to the door that admits 

to aisles of plenty, tea bags and biscuits. 

Will those shelves gleam with apricots today? 

May loo rolls stand in colourful display! 

Cautious trolleys at safe distance circling, 

wary of contact and of contagion. 

 

Robert Hill 

 

 

Robert Hill our regular poet has been pondering on the events of the last few months and 
how the Coronavirus has affected him in these two very different poems. 
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Lawnswood Cemetery has many finely carved monuments. One of the most 

impressive feats of stone-carving is that of the intricate passion flower. Such 

monuments would have been status symbols as only the very wealthy could 

afford to pay for the time involved in carving such detail.  But the 

monuments tend to be quite small in size, so not as showy as many in the 

cemetery. 

 

 The plants themselves are native to South America. The first Europeans to discover them were sailors from Portugal 

and Spain, both strongly Roman Catholic countries. No doubt the sailors were very grateful to arrive safely on land 

and found great religious significance in this climber festooned with flowers.  It was not long before the Passion 

flower became a symbol of Christ’s crucifixion. Taking something known to the native 

population and endowing it with religious significance was a useful tool in promoting 

Christianity. Non-Catholic countries adopt other names for the flower – several 

choosing names relating to clocks. In the Far East the flower is given a Hindu 

significance.   

The Christian symbolism:  
 10 petals (or 5 sepals, 5 petals): ten disciples {excluding Judas (betrayer) and 

St. Peter (denier)} 

5 anthers and 3 stigma: the five wounds and the three nails 

Radial filaments: The Crown of Thorns 

Spiralled Tendrils: the whips used to lash Christ  

Central Flower column: the pillar of the Cross 

The style: the sponge used to moisten Christ’s lips with vinegar 

The stamens: the hammers 

The original colours:  blue = Heaven; White = purity; the red streaks, = the Blood of Christ. 

 

Also the flower stays open for three days – representing the length between crucifixion and resurrection, Good 

Friday to Easter Sunday. The leaves, with some imagination represent the centurion’s spear. The round fruit is the 

world He came to save and the perfume is of the spices used by his followers. 

The one in Lawnswood I am most aware of is on the Church of England side. This would suggest they were possibly 

“high church” but of course they did not have Wikipedia etc. then to easily research the full religious significance. 

Ann Lightman 

  

The Passion Flower (genus Passifloraceae) 

Photo by John Hughes RHS 
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The recently damaged section 
 

Early in January a vicious wind brought down a large beech 

tree in the Cemetery, crushing a number of imposing 

monuments on the north of the Victorian cemetery’s Main 

Avenue at its intersection with the Transverse Path.  Not long 

afterwards the threat of the coronavirus pandemic loomed 

large. This seemed as good a time as any to research the 

graves in the area containing the tree damaged monuments. 

The first step was to see the damage and to obtain the details 

from the monuments next to the cordoned off damaged area.  

 

Then, from a photo of the original plan, supplied by Kate, our Editor, a plan was drawn of the area affected – no 

doubt incorporating quite a few unaffected graves. It was divided into two – Nos B10 to 72 formed one area and 

B319 – 447 the other. Once this was done, each number was entered into the Lawnswood Cemetery burial register 

on the website www.yorkshireindexers.org and the result transcribed.  I am so grateful for the work that has gone 

into this website and for being allowed access to it. This gave me the names of the occupants of each grave, their 

burial date and age and the year of their birth and for women, their marital status, - usually widow, married woman 

or spinster (the order reflecting the frequency for most of the time). The word Housewife was found on a couple of 

occasions in the 20th century (the first in 1903 was quite a shock!) as was Gentlewoman and Independent (once each 

in 1950). This box did not note the male status, but their occupation.  Next comes the address and finally the 

registration district of their death. A surprising number were not registered in Leeds, for instance on one random 

page of the print-out there are 36 entries. One is not stated. Leeds has a total of 23: 10 for Leeds West/W Leeds, 6 

for Kirkstall, 4 for Chapeltown and one each for NE Leeds, Wortley, Leeds St. James. The rest of Yorkshire has 9: 6 in 

Harrogate, one each in Dishforth, Tadcaster and Egton, Whitby. London claims two – one in Paddington N. and one 

in St. Pancras and Edinburgh has one. One thing I think could be traced is the change of names of Registration 

Offices. NE Leeds and Chapeltown are possibly the same, but at different times.  

 

After the details were transcribed they were entered onto an Excel spreadsheet and checked.  Quite a number of 

plots were never used – presumably because of the trees or their roots.  The area has 78 used plots – with six being 

double plots. This information was used to draw up a further map of the area showing the used plots. This time the 

burial date of the first person was added, to see how the area developed. Slowly and randomly would seem to be 

the answer, maybe because families reserved a plot which lay unused for some time. The very first grave was in 1880 

on the corner of the Main Avenue and the Transverse Path, a further twelve followed in that decade, half along the 

Transverse Path and a couple on the main avenue, the rest seemingly random.  The 1890s saw a further 25 plots 

being utilized, nine fronting the grass walk starting from the junction with the Transverse. Four are fronting the 

avenue, but none are located next to each other. In the 1900s development was systematic with 33 plots used. All 

the plots on the Main Avenue were now occupied and all but three of the two rows behind were used as well as all 

the remaining front plots on the Grass Walk. Elsewhere there were four random plots. The 1910s saw five plots used 

– three completing the Main Avenue section and two behind the Transverse Path. The final plot was used in 1921. 

For interest the numbers buried in each plot were added – eleven contain one person (very sad when that was a 

child), 19 contain two, the same number containing three, fifteen have four, ten have five occupants and two 

contain six (one a double plot and the other has a cremation casket for one person’s remains). Those containing 

seven and nine are double plots.  

 

With regard to naming patterns during these decades, based on the years of their birth, little could be deduced as 

the sample was too small especially in the early (first burial 1810) or later (last burial of cremated remains was in 
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1968…the other two cremation caskets were recorded in 1949 and 1966) years. Quite a number of forenames would 

have been family surnames reused – in both female and male naming patterns.  Excluding those, it was interesting to 

see which names have survived down to present time – the numbers being their current (2019) place in the top 1000 

names for girls, 100 for boys; those in bold having more than ten examples in our cemetery, those in italics, 5-

9…mainly it must be said, in the earlier birthdates:   

Female names: 

Alice 71, Ann 983 (Anne is 599), Anna 54, Beatrice 573, Caroline 55, Catherine 204, Elizabeth 12, Eliza 131, Ellen 770, 

Emily 12, Emma 1, Emmie 598, Evelyn 10, Florence 971, Frances 445, Grace 24, Gwendoline (ending lyn) 372, 

Hannah 33, Helen 413, Isabella 4, Jane 291, Kate 285, Lily 31, Louisa 732, Margaret 127, Maria 116, Martha 797, 

Mary 126, Phoebe 320, Rachel 198, Rebecca 214, Rose 123, Sarah 67 and Selina (sp Selena) 249. 

Those not in today’s top 1000 names:  Agnes, Annie, Betsy, Charlotte, Edith, Ethel, Fanny, Georgiana, Gertrude, 

Gladys, Harriet, Henrietta, Hilda, Jemima, Jeanie, Joan, Josephine, Laura, Louie (Louise is 800), Lucy, Marguerite, 

Matilda, May, Muriel, Myrtle, Shirley, Susan and Winifred. 

Male names: Alfred (as Alfie 10), Arthur 14, Benjamin 48, Charles (now Charlie 6), Frederick (now Freddie 9), 

Francis/Frank (Frankie 54), Edward 36, George 2, Harry 3, Henry 17, James 19, Joseph 32, Joshua 18, Lewis 73, 

Robert (as Bobby 62), Samuel 51, Thomas 15 and William 20.  

The most common name in this section of the Cemetery is John (16 appearances) and other names used then, but 

not in the top 100 are: Alistair, Denis, Douglas, Edgar, Edmund, Edwin, Eric, Ernest, Fritz, Geoffrey, Handel, Harold, 

Herbert, Lewis, Norman, Oswald, Percy, Philip, Richard, Russell, Sidney and Walter.  

Oddly enough there is neither Victoria nor Albert! Frederick grows noticeably less popular in the Cemetery, maybe 

because it sounds Germanic (WW1 looming)….but not as much as Fritz Louis and Handel which perhaps reflects the 

fact that Leeds had a German population at the time. With the men we have no idea of marital status and often not 

too much of an indication of their occupation, given that retired, Esquire, Gentleman were not infrequent! 

Commercial travellers were present throughout the time-frame. The list of occupations is long and varied so that it is 

difficult to draw many conclusions. One is that in the 1830-59 period there were three with rail connections – a 

relatively new occupation and one people have been proud of (retired railway servant and retired railway manager 

seem to say that). Some of the occupations such as maltster, provision merchant, licensed victuallers are quaint 

terms for jobs done today. Some are slightly surprising – there are two fish salesmen (related), a hairdresser 

(possibly not as used today, but used for someone who treats horsehair for stuffing upholstery), horse dealer, lace 

manufacturer, tea dealer.  Some names are not used now: dry salter (chemical supplier to the textile industry), 

mungo merchant (rag dealer). As for the ages of death – this only becomes a reflection of society after the first grave 

was occupied in 1880 as those born in say the 1810s would have to be at least 70 to be buried here. Infant burials 

really take off for those born in the 1890s …but the total  numbers are quite low by then, the peak occurring with 

those born in the 1850s- 1860s.  

The next stage in the research is to look 

into the individual families buried here. 

One, Charles Refitt and family is in 

Andrea Hetherington’s Lawnswood’s 

Great War Stories (pages 23-25 in the 

chapter “Famous Leeds Families”). 

Hopefully there will be obituaries for 

others and most will have census 

entries. Both can be accessed free of 

charge from Leeds Libraries at least 

whilst they are closed.  

                                      Ann Lightman 
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 ‘Dates for your Diary’ 
 
As things stand at present, we have not made any definite plans but we are hopeful that the Members Tea 
Party will be held, albeit a little later than usual. We will of course inform you of any new dates. 
 

We have a NEW EMAIL ADDRESS which is folc2020@gmail.com . Anyone who wants to contact the 

Friends, this is the one to use. We would love to hear from you if you have not renewed your membership 
yet.   
 
Finally, many thanks to Philippa for her poem which I think gives us all a message hope. 
 
 

 

 

IN THE TIME OF QUIET 

No one’s told the daffodils about the pause to Spring 

And no one’s told the birds to roost and asked them not to sing 

No one’s asked the lazy bee to cease his bumbling round 

And no one’s stopped the bright green shoots emerging through the ground 

No one’s told the sap to rest, deep within the wood 

And stop the sleepy trees from waking, wreathed about in bud 

No one’s told the sky to douse its brightest shades of blue 

And stop the scudding clouds from puffing headlong into view 

No one’s asked the lambs to still the springs beneath their feet, 

To stop their rapid rush and quell each joyful bleat 

No one’s told the stream to halt its gurgle or its flow 

And warned the playful breezes, not to gust and blow 

No one’s asked the raindrops not to fall upon the earth 

And fail to quench the soil in the season of rebirth. 

 

No one’s locked the sun down, or dimmed the shimmer of the moon 

And even in the darkest night, the stars are still immune 

 

Remember what you value, remember who is dear 

Close the doors to danger and keep your family near 

In the quiet all around us take the time to sit and stare 

And wonder at the glory unfurling everywhere 

Look towards the future, after the ordeal 

And keep faith in Mother Nature’s power and will to heal  

mailto:folc2020@gmail.com
Paul Harris
See Contact form for details


